
People need a new social network they can trust; Calileo will unlock the 
potential of a blockchain-based social platform while optimising its scalability 
with �awless web3 tools for users and creators.

Calileo overview.

Social media users & creators are 
using platforms built by monopolies

Small groups of shareholders have 
in�uence over public opinion

Social platforms are increasingly 
running on a set of private servers 

Users blindly give their rights to the 
people running these platforms

Freedom of speech and privacy have 
been damaged with over regulation

Users don’t have a high-quality social 
platform they can trust and use for fun

Decentralised social media are lacking 
of user-friendly tools and subtile UX

Current blockchain-based social 
platforms are unscalable

Understanding the real problems.

1st user-friendly decentralised social network
Do-To-Earn platform

Total control over their content, freedom of speech is brought back. 
Customisation of their own feed to prevent negative experience.

NFTs and user-friendly sma� contracts for creators and brands.
Enabling the share of monetisation between two pa�ies on a content.

Users control and own their content on the platform. They decide what 
to do with it, who can see it, and who can utilise it.

Users on the platform moderate their content and vote on others.
The MultiversX community can connect their herotag as a username.

Scalability via MultiversX.

Solution — a social platform for humans.

Scalability, security, and decentralisation achieved thanks to 
Elrond solving the blockchain trilemma

250,000 TPS that is more than su�cient to suppo� a global 
social network – Transaction fees near 0, allowing adoption

xPo�al o�ers a complete interoperability between 
applications and is already trusted by 1M+ users

The herotag will enable widespread adoption of truly 
decentralised social media systems

Sybil-proof (multiple online a�acks) list of humans by 
combining social veri�cation with video entry 

Accounts created on PoH can directly be used as a 
universal login method using the herotag

Enables a truly universal and fairer form of CALs 
distribution for Calileo creators

Enables Sybil-resistant airdrops – all pa�icipants will 
receive the identical quantity of coins

The PoH registry within the MultiversX to build a 
safer internet of humans

Traceable Ring Signature or other zero-knowledge 
proof procedures for total privacy

Proof of Humanity.

CAL token.

Do-To-Earn (D2E): Anything the user does that 
helps the platform will be incentivised in CALs

Users and creators will have their high-quality 
postings fairly valued and rewarded in CALs

Curators who are making sure the content is 
always of high quality will be rewarded in CALs 

Decent typical market royalty in CALs to a�ists 
and creators for every a�work sold

Reward social suppo� and climate change 
adaptation – related ad costs put down to 0

Reward contributors to the Calileo code and 
security through audits in CALs

Users will be given extra tools to suppo� their 
favourite creators in CALs

Users will be paid in CALs to learn and creators 
incentivised in CALs to train – Learn & Earn

Integration of ESDT tokens to tip creators with 
xWallet integrated to the social pro�le

Calileos will also be available in liquidity pools 
and staking to maximise stability of the token

An a�ist pe�orms on stage at 
an event and giveaway their 
a�work rights while �lmed 1

A�ist and event organisers 
can share the monetisation of 
the published video on Calileo 2

The sma� contract will link the 
event organiser and the a�ist 
pro�les, and herotags3

Both pa�ies bene�t from the 
monetisation and receive it 
instantly on their xWallet4

User-friendly Sma� Contract tool for collabs.

Lorem ipsum

Ability to turn books, a�icles and 
other publications into NFTs

Earned CALs can pay the NFT mint fee 
in a seamless CAL <> EGLD swap

Users can display their veri�ed NFTs 
on their pro�les

Creators can launch limited NFTs to 
give access to exclusive content

These exclusive NFTs can be used 
for posting content (video, �lters...)

Exclusive bene�ts can include 
private entries, early releases, etc

A bridge for NFTs.

We promote social wellness and 
digital mental health

Calileo will enable a richer 
experience in that vi�ual existence

CAL token will incentivise people to 
suppo� others’ mental health

O�-chain end-to-end encrypted 
counselling messaging feature

Carbon negative by o�se�ing more 
CO2 than the network accounts for

Calileo transactions will have a 
positive impact on the environment

We become a fe�ile ground for this 
new generation of creators

Earn CAL tokens by taking actions that 
contribute toward sustainability future

Social impact. Carbon footprint.

Subscription to a premium model where 
users will get customised experiences

Bookmark folders – Users want an easy 
way to organise their saved content

Correct mistakes easily by previewing 
what your publication will look like

Reader mode – More beautiful reading 
experience by ge�ing rid of the noise 

Custom navigation – add bookmarks, 
pro�les, others dApps, and tip icons

Other perks such as customisable app 
icons, fun colour themes, pin chats...

More voting power for key decisions for 
the future of Calileo with 1.5 multiplicator

Read stories on a�icles and watch 
videos without any adve�isements

Add a bu�on 
‘Subscribe’ to their 
pro�le to get 
monthly subscribed

Creators will be able 
to be suppo�ed by 
their fans monthly in 
selected �at (e.g., £)

Integration of 
Subscribe in 
cryptocurrencies will 
be explored

More tipping 
options to add 
cryptocurrencies 
from other networks

Calileo Moon.

Token economics.
Tokens allocation

Category Allocation (%) Cli� & Vesting (months)

Team 12% 12 cli� - 24 linear

Advisors 4% 12 cli� - 24 linear

Seed Sale 1% 100% at TGE

Private Sale 5% 1 cli� - 3 linear

Public Sale 4% 4 cli� - 3 linear

Marketing 5% 20% at TGE - 30 linear

Ecosystem & dev. 9% 20% at TGE - 30 linear

Resources 6% 20% at TGE - 30 linear

Liquidity 6% 33% at TGE - 36 linear

Airdrop 4% 25% at month 3 - 30 linear

Referral 4% From month 6 - 30 linear

Social 40% 2.5% at month 6 - 30 linear

250,000,000Total

Roadmap.

Design of 
Calileo’s 
resources. 
Development of 
our community. 
Team expansion 
First funds 
unlocked

2022 Q2
Finalisation of 
all legal 
procedures. 
Pa�nerships 
around the 
platform. Seed 
and Private 
sales. MVP 

2022 Q4
Development of 
the �nal 
platform. 
Implementation 
of DApps from 
MultiversX 
overall crypto 
ecosystem

2023 Q2
Marketplace 
introduction 
with more 
tools. And 
international 
expansion

2023 Q4

Legal 
procedures. 
Prototype 
�nished. Platform 
development. 
Marketing 
campaign. NFT 
Collection

2022 Q3

Launch of the 
Beta. 
Development 
of the team 
and the 
community. 
Social rewards
IDO listing.

2023 Q1

Implementation 
of sma� 
contracts for 
collaborations 
and Calileo 
Moon

2023 Q3

Metaverse 
application. 
Investment in 
R&D. Other 
oppo�unities

2024+

Dens Akoka | Founder
The main strategic driver of the company. 26, French & 
Sco�ish, he has an extensive experience building projects in 
the tech space and is always seeking for the innovative 
solution that will change everyone’s lives. next innovation that 
will change everyone’s lives.

You
Calileo is always looking for the brightest leaders, advisors, 
and team members in the blockchain industry. Please, get in 
touch if you want to be pa� of reshaping the social media 
industry with the last web3 tools.

Founder.

https://calileo.co/
https://multiversx.com/
https://multiversx.com/
https://multiversx.com/
https://calileo.co/
http://discord.com/invite/SwMxn6jzB9
https://t.me/calileoproject
https://twitter.com/calileo
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_t6q6r_XeTI
https://www.linkedin.com/company/calileo/

